
Dear friends of the world trip by bicycle,

while we're writing to you now, we're sharing the laptop keyboard with at least six excited
ants, butttt we are anyways very happy and grateful for the wifi that the campsite in the middle
of the Namibian bush offers for us :)! The previous newsletter was sent from the postcard
island Zanzibar. And now we've traveled already "three countries further" – all the way to
Namibia. 

1) Tanzania

We left Tanzania (tactically) quickly and - if you want to put it
that way - cheated a bit. What does that mean? Well, on the
African continent the rain season is moving upwards from
south to north during spring. And since Tanzania is a very big
country, we would have had to cycle through the rain for
quite a long time. But we didn't really want to do that... And
then, luckily, we met a French couple and they told us about
the “Tazara Train” in Dar es Salaam. Twice a week this train
drives very slowly but surely from Dar es Salaam/Tanzania
to Kapiri Emposhi/Zambia - and thus we found the perfect
solution for skipping the rain season.

On the train trip we played a lot of cards, read and ate plenty
of rice with chicken from the on-board restaurant. Maybe a
little too much, at least poor Manu got so sick right at the
border to Zambia that he suddenly jumped up and puked out
of the train window... So for the rest of the trip he slept and
recovered. And he had plenty of time to do so: we spent 54
hours in our 2m2 compartment until we could finally get out
of it again in Kapiri Emposhi and hop on our bikes. 

Oh, and something else: in case you are up for reading more
about exciting experiences in Tanzania, take a look here. Tim,
a bicycle friend of ours, has written a book about his time as a
football coach in Mwanza - and that book just got published.

2) Zambia

To anticipate: Zambia is our favourite country here in Africa! Nobody shouts "Muzungu" when
seeing us, instead the people are very friendly, they don't seem to be interested in our skin
color at all, but ask normal questions like where we are going or where we got our bicycle
helmets from. It may sound weird, but we really missed such normal encounters. Before, we
suffered quite often from the feeling that locals treated us as if we were something very
different from them... 

Zambia also offers something else that we haven't seen for weeks: real supermarkets. Yippieh!
Every city - no matter how small - has a huuuuge supermarket with an incredible assortment
that made our eyes pop out of our heads :D. 

From Kapiri Emposhi we cycled via Lusaka, the capital of Zambia, to the tourism capital
Livingstone. Actually, those tourist traps are not our favorite thing, but there's a reason for
this hype of course. And this reason is huuuuge! And not only that, but also much more

https://www.amazon.de/gp/product/3840376416?pf_rd_p=671e72bc-8864-4ab6-8ef7-60da5d6ead8c&pf_rd_r=A5Z7YYTVJVT8EC9155T3


impressive and much more wet than we thought: the Victoria Falls. And if you want to, you can
see it yourself in this videoclip.

I
In Zambia there is "pure nature" also on the campsites, we have seen a lot of monkeys along
the roads and during both nights in the camp in Livingstone there appeared wild visitors: first
hippos, which came to have a midnight snack in the high grasses around our tent, and then a
really big elephant with long tusks. But it sounds more dangerous than it actually was, because
a night guard was employed to take care of wildlife and he quickly scared away the animals
with his gigantic flashlight.

3) Botswana

From Zambia we could have entered Namibia also directly, but someone we met on the road
(as always) had some plans for us and strongly recommended to make a detour to Botswana.
The only problem: this excursion includes 60km through Chobe National Park - and because
of the many lions, elephants and buffalos living there cyclists are not allowed to cycle through
it. Although the animals usually stay away from the
road... Anyways, as always, the cyclist community had a
solution for us: we should ask for an escort at the local
police station, a cyclist said. And after a few minutes of
discussion, the police chief did a few phone calls thanks
to Magda's powers of persuasion. And not much later
officer Ngiva, a very nice and muscular policeman,
quickly loaded a rifle into his patrol car and then chugged after us for three hours with about
20km/h and the patience of an angel. Blue lights and hazard lights turned on of course, haha.
We didn't see any lions (maybe better...), but one elephant and one giraffe crossed the road in
front of us - and immediately put officer Ngiva on alert. 

Before the escort trip we went for another exciting excursion. In Kasane it is very popular to
go with a boat on Chobe River, which gives the national park its name. With the boat (and a
guide who knows what he is doing...) we got real close to big crocodiles, bathing hippos and
grazing elephants. The guide told superexciting stories and we will soon show you some more
impressions about the river safari in a video clip.

 

https://youtu.be/e0i7acdqTB0
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4) Namibia

From Botswana we cycled into the narrow tongue of land in the northeast of Namibia, the
Caprivi Strip, famous among cyclists. It is a region of the country particularly affected by
poverty, and so we distributed the last pencils of our charity project there to school children. A
huge thanks again to our patrons who supported this project and made it possible!

In the Caprivi Strip we increased our daily distances a little, since there were only very few
shopping possibilities (but good tail wind!) and we had to carry along food and beverages for
some days with us (which is quite heavy!). 138km, 174km (that was also the absolute
maximum!), 122km and so on. At the end of the strip the Bwabwata National Park waited for
us. This national park extends over a length of more than 250km and thus is clearly too far to
cross in one day. Problem: again there are lions and such - and where to camp if there are many
lions but no campsites or villages? Exactly! Of course at our new best friends': the police!
Luckily they had a base in the national park :).

And finally a confession: We are missing Europe! And that's why we will fly to the Canary
Islands on June 12th. We don't know exactly what awaits us there yet, but we'll tell you
everything about it in our next newsletter.  We are already excited to get back to Europe and
actually can't wait for the flight :))!

All the best and lots of love to you!

Magda and Manu


